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Garza faces bribery,
conspiracy charges
by Jan Flanery-Taylor
San Jose City Councilman Al Garza was arraigned in
Santa Clara County Superior Court yesterday on charges
of bribery and conspiracy to bribe. Garza was also
granted a preliminary examination before he comes to
trial on the charges.
Superior Court Judge David W. Leahy said a complaint will be filed by the county district attorney’s office
in Municipal Court, and the case will be continued to Nov.
29, for further arraignment.
Garza was further implicated in the growing bribery
scandal Friday when former Councilman Joe Cotta told
the grand jury Garza had offered him money following a
council vote on rezoning for a mobile home park, according to San Jose Mercury -News reports.
CoIla said Garza had given him an envelope that
appeared to contain money, saying it was for his campaign. CoIla said the incident occurred after a key vote on
the mobile home rezoning, which is the basis for the
bribery charges, according to news reports.
CoIla also was reported to have said he did not accept
the money because he would not take anonymous campaign contributions. He also said he was not trying to say
Garza offered him the bribe.
Garza held a brief press conference yesterday, saying
he had "read nothing or heard nothing from anyone that
Mr. CoIla had accused me of wrongdoing. -

"What he thought - and can’t swear to - is something
else," Garza added.
Garza added all proceedings against him will be open
to the press and public, but added "We’re not going to try
this case in the media.
"I know the true facts will come out," he added.
As of Friday, Garza, CoIla, Councilman Larry
Pegram and former Councilman David Runyon were
named by Anthony J. Franco. a mobile home park dealer,
as recipients of bribes involving the Alviso rezoning issue.
Garza and real estate agent Sue Hughes were both
indicted and booked on charges of bribery and conspiracy
to bribe Saturday. Garza was released on his own
recognizance and Hughes posted $20,000 bail.
The original allegations were made by Franco, who
claimed $30,000 in bribe money had been paid to the
councilmen by Hughes, in connection with a vote on
rezoning of 56 acres of land in Alviso.
Franco, who had been interested in purchasing the
land, also named Director of Public Works, Anthony
Turturici and Assistant Director of Public Works John
Eastus in the bribery allegations.
The grand jury investigation had begun after the
council requested it look the reasons why city staff
members withheld information about possible chlorine
hazards to the Alviso land, which is located near a sewer
-continued on back page
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San Jose City Councilman Al Garza, flanked by attorneys Harry Delizona and Edward Rip LaCroix,
faces reporters after his arraignment on bribery charges in Superior Court yesterday

Honor frat challenges self
Tau Delta Phi, the defending
champion team of the SJSU College
Bowl crown, today will face its
toughest opponent Fn far in this
year’s competition - itself.
This year, the scholastic honor
fraternity entered a second team in
the tournament that requires quick
recall of little-known facts.
Both Tau Delta Phi teams advanced through an original field of
12 teams advanced through an
original field of 12 teams of four
students each to capture both semifinal slots.
Knowing bits of trivia such as
where the Haymark massacre oe-

curred 1(7hicagoi, or what the
French called the heir to the throne
dauphine - propelled the "B"
team to an overwhelming 315-30
victory over Phi Delta Theta last
Tuesday.
The "B" team, consisting of
pyschology major Bernadette
Burns, radio-TV major Bruce Eddy.
and business majors Steve Rice and
Beverly Makishima. is new to
College Bowl competition this year.
Returning "A" team members
from last year, though, walloped the
National Champs last Tuesday in a
450-10 rout.
The "A" team includes David

St urrock,
business
graduate
student; Chuck Miller, microbiology
major; Molly Olds, math major;
and Tom Mallon, engineering and
environmental studies student.
Today’s match will not decide
the SJSU championship. though. The
tournament contestants can only be
eliminated from competition if they
lose two games.
The winner of todays Tau Delta
Phi-Tau Delta Phi match will have
to the winner of a loser’s bracket
before advancing to the regional
finaLs in Long Beach next spring.

UC raises limit on student fees

4dvanced registration begins
Advanced Registration at SJSU began yesterday and
011 continue through Dec. 7.
However, turning registration forms in before Dec. 7
nil not speed up the computing process, Doug Hartshorn,
egistration officer, said. "But it will give more time for

photo by Sy,loey Br,n;,
editing, scanning torms for errors. This gives the
departments ideas of class demand so they can shift
faculty."
Students who miss advanced registration will have to
participate in walk through registration which begins Jan
23. Priority registration begins Jan. 22.

by Morgan Hampton
University of California students could pay an additional ENO for registration fees over the next three
years.
With only one dissenting vote, the UC Board of
Regents Friday approved a three-year plan to increase
the maximum limits for student fees.
The current maximum for the nine UC campuses is
$393 per year. The regents approved annual maximum
fees of up to $429 for 1980-81, $468 for 1981-82 and $510 for
1982-83.
The regents left the decision for individual campus fee
increases, within the new system-wide limits, to
university chancellors.
UC registration fees pay for services such as student
health centers and counseling, according to Vincent
Harris, campus coordinator for the UC Student Lobby.
Harris said yesterday that student representatives at
the regents meeting Friday advised against the proposed
fee increase, because they are concerned that students
fees are being "inappropriately used."

’The fee increase may not entirely be caused by
inflation and declining enrollment," Harris said. "We are
concerned that registration fees are being offloaded to
fund formerly state-funded programs."
Karen Westmont, UC Berkeley student-body
president said Friday the university Registration Advisory Committee, composed mostly of students, believes
fees may be improperly supporting the campus Office of
Admissions and Records and the Berkeley campus art
museum.
Before any increases are passed on to students,
university chancellors must meet with campus
Registration Advisory Committees.
However, chancellors’ recommended fee increases do
not depend on the committee’s approval, according to
student lobbyists.
In addition to a student registration fee, UC students
also pay an "education fee" of $300 a year for undergraduate students and 8360 for graduates. This fee.
which supports financial aid programs and minority
recruitment, was untouched by UC regents.

feature
Student seeks answers to urban blight
iy Scott Mace
Alice Woodworth wants to help
lowntown residents turn San Jose
,eighborhoods into a garden
netropolis
Woodworth is putting together a
rorkbook showing residents how
hey might restructure their cornlunity as part of her senior thesis at
Iew College.
"People should be able to create
heir own cities," Woodworth said.
Although Woodworth, 26, is not
n urban planning major, she hopes
) present a broad overview of the
roblems and possible solutions to
an Jose’s urban blight.
"We have to get rid of the car"
tich takes up 35 to 55 percent of the
owntown land area, she said.
would encourage
/oodworth
.)sidents to develop alternate forms
r transportation.
Woodworth said neighborhoods
ill not prosper unless residents
a ve control of them.
"Over-professionalism has put
s into this position," she said.
We’re abdicating our responhility."
She cited the example of a
iburb created by city planners so
at driving is necessary.
"It’s a spiral pattern," she said.
People have to drive, so places are
for them to drive to, and so on."
The suburb is a "ghetto for
IJilt

housewives" who are isolated from
the rest of the community. Woodworth added.
As an alternative, she suggests a
neighborhood where jobs, stores and
housing are all intermingled. But,
current zoning laws prohibit this in
San Jose.
"The enmmute home would be a
pleasant stroll," she said.
Currently, people shape their
neighborhoods almost without
knowing it, Woodworth said. "When
we decide to move in, move out,
shop, work, or move around
somewhere, we’re influencing how
our neighborhood will be."
She said people need to mingle
on the street with people they may
never know.
"These people are the small
change of life that make it wonderful,- Woodworth said.
The university community is an
excellent place to perpetuate such a
neighborhood, she said.
"Every hour of the day or night,
there’s some students walking by."
In stark contrast, Woodworth
cites the El Paseo de San Antonio
area around First Street.
"It’s beautiful, with its fountains
and landscaping, but nobody lives
there, so nobody wants to maintain
the area ," she said.
Unless more living space around
the area is created, it will remain

pretty useless, she added.
"It may be different when the
redevelopment is finished, but I’ve
been waiting since 1976 when I
moved here," she said.
Federal projects such as the city
development block grants could help
residents make home repairs and
buy land for gardens.
But these projects demand that
local governments garner heavy
resident participation.
That participation is what
Woodworth wants to kindle. After
she finishes her how-to handbook for
urban residents. she hopes to hold a
workshop to get community feedback and involvement started.
The workshop will include a
number of "urban games," according to Woodworth.
-Participants may pick
assignments from a deck of cards,
such as follow the loudest noise you
hear."
Another game would make
participants urban explorers who
would have to decide how they were
going to live on their own in the city.
Such games are designed to
make residents more aware of
problems and possibilities in the
urban environment, Woodworth
believes.
Ironically. Woodworth does not
plan to live in San Jose permanently,
although she wants to live in a city.

"I would consider living here, if
I could find enough people to buy a
city block, "she said. "If anybody
gave me that chance here, I’d stay."
Woodworth
stressed
that
"getting out is contributing to the
problem as much as anything else,"
and said abandoning the cities will
not solve any problems.
She would like to settle in a city
smaller than San Jose where
downtown residents have more
political power.
She would like to settle in a
city smaller than San Jose, where
downtown residents have more
political power.
She stressed that "self-reliance" is
what downtown residents need to
make their neighborhoods blossom.
"Investment has to come from
within the neighborhod," she said
Since the private sector is hesitant to
invest, Woodworth said, the
university should step in.
"We could turn the surrounding
neighborhood into an experimental
lab for environmental studies
horornamental
students,
or
sidewalk
ticulturalists
engineering projects.
"SJSU has a gold mine of talent
that is largely wasted on term
papers," she said.
Woodworth abandoned her plans
to be a journalist in order to enroll in
New College.
-continued on back page

Alice Woodworth plans a workbook on
garden metropolis
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What happens when
you play the real game
by Mark Robert Henry
Stall %rite,
Hang! Bang! You’re dead.
That’s right! You’ve "joined the
people who’ll join the army" - the
ROTC.
You are an SJSU student and
ROTC cadet down at Fort Ord
learning how to kill people with that
little plaything made famous in
Vietnam. the MI6 rifle.

to be other ROTC cadets who are
playing the same game you are.
Suddenly an enemy cadet
sneaks up behind you and fires his
M16 at vou from 10 feet away
How sad. You are dead. Filled
full of holes.
You lay stretched out on the
ground and think. "Gee, this is my
first death."

’You get to play ambush, play escape,
play evasion, play capture the prisoner...’
You run around in the mud and
rain all weekend pretending Fort
Ord is Iran or Viet Nam or Saudi
Arabia. You are told to pretend that
"This is the real thing."
Oh boy! Isn’t it fun?
You get to play ambush, play
escape, play evasion, play capture
the prisoner, play sneak attack and
play "keep the ’enemy’ off balance
until reinforcements arrive."
Of course, the -enemy" happens

Then someone blows a whistle
signalling that this part of the war
game is over, and you get back up to
do some more playing.
Just like the real thing, right?
I bet you can’t wait until the U.S.
gets itself into another war so you
can practice on a real enemy what
you learned at Fort Ord.
Imagine. You’re in the Middle
East in 1980 as part of an attack
force ordered to secure the oil fields

of some country because oil corporations are clamoring for more
fuel.
Within hours of your arrival,
you’ve become a veteran of the war
you learned how to play while a
student at SJSU. You’ve already
shot and blown up countless numbers of those men, women and
children who were trying to defend
their homeland.
You are on patrol in a small
town.
Suddenly, a small child appears
from behind a house, pulls the pin
from a hand grenade, and you are
both blown to pieces.
How sad. You are dead. Filled
full of holes.
And as you lie there spread out
on the ground, I wonder if you’ll be
thinking, "Gee, this is my first
death!"
Only this time there won’t be a
whistle signalling that play time is
over.
What a neat game war is.

Hard questions face U.S. as ’80s approach
by Lee Eminger
"tart Viriter

Are you looking forward to the
’80s? Figure things have to start
improving soon? Fiddle on.
If you answered yes to either
question, you’re probably a hopeless
optimist, but consider ...
BALANCE
OF
THE
TERROR. How long can that
balance last when Brazil has the
BOMB?
What do you think ldi Amin
might have done with nuclear
weapons? Or a fanatic such as
Khomeini who has surpassed even
Hitler with his disregard for
diplomatic principles?
It can only be a matter of time
before a terrorist group obtains an
atomic explosive and blackmails
God knows who for God knows what.

While we’re talking about
nuclear power., do you know what
General Electric offers potential
foreign customers if they buy G.E.’s
nuclear power plants? They have an
foreign
arrangement
where
customers can ship their nuclear
waste to the United States.
With no known means of safely
dealing with these deadly wastes
which won’t quit glowing for
thousands of years, why is this
madness not stopped? After all, we
live in a country where the will of the
majority
supposedly
reigns
supreme.
Forget the safety of future
generations. The only thing that will
convince the giant power companies
to drop nuclear energy is if this
energy source proves to be nonprofitable.

PROFIT. As the world plunges
toward the brink, the quest for increased profits continues to guide
our government policies.
Why won’t the oil industry, with
its outlandish profits, seriously
invest in the development of solar
power?
Because: Conversion to solar
energy, where individuals would be
able to use the free sun’s rays for
their own energy needs, would
drastically reduce the wealth and
power of the oil companies.
PROFIT. While other industries
are caught in the crunch like the rest
of us, the oil industry publicly owns
up to its obscene profits. And our
Congress, which allows Alaskan oil
to be sold at OPEC prices, is getting

a raise from $57,000 to $65,000
Perhaps these congressmen can
afford $2 a gallon
ENTERPRISE.
FREE
Whenever the big corporations are
threatened by government controls,
they scream about the sanctity of
our free enterprise system.
Cow patties.
These same people, who pretend
to be abhorred by the spectre of
government interference with
business, expect the government to
protect their interests with tariffs
and tax advantages.
If desperate needs of the country
conflict with actions which will
maximize the oil companies’ profits,
shouldn’t the answer be obvious that
the country’s needs would come

first."
Apparently not. The administration continues to function as
a tool of big business.
It’s not exactly a classic case of
government by the people, for the
people.
This country must change
course if it is to meet the increasing
threats to our future. The challenges
to our survival continue to grow
more complex. Pursuit of the profit
motive does not provide the answers.
The idea that Watergate was
good for America by forcing the
country to re-examine its institutions is failing.
We got rid of Nixon and the rest
of those thugs and then pretended

that everything would be allright.
We missed the point -Nixon and
the people around him were
thoroughly corrupt, but the real
problem is the corruptibility of the
system.
This country must face some
basic changes and stop allowing
itself to be carried into the abyss by
the tunnel visioned interests of big
business.
Or has our system of government become so poisoned that it is
no longer politically possible for a
president and Congress to provide
the creative leadership the future
demands?
Are these the words of a
doomsayer? That’s what they called
realists in ancient Rome.

letters
Open door
Editor:
John Bunzel. our last college
president, had a program I personally thought of great importance
to this campus. This was none other
than his open door policy.
As I remember it, only a couple
of these sessions ever came into
being. Then dissatisfactions began
emerging concerning his quality,
performance and effectiveness in
the office f college president. Since
a resignation followed, it’s difficult
to evaluate the worth of such an
endeavor after such a short
existence.

Now that we have a new college
president and she has gotten used to
the office, I greatly urge the reinstitution of an open door policy. A
valid point ciin be made that
students in a school of this size can
be dwarfed by the maze of obstacles
they must go through in order to get
educated. Such a policy would also
orient the college more favorably in
terms of community responsiveness, student involvement
perhaps diminishing lethargic
behavior and thereby elevating
campus esteem. This is not the
answer to these problems, but is one
of the many in roads to a curative
approach.
Enhanced
communications

between the college president and
the greater student body would
definitely be an avant-garde solution
to many or our campus ills. The
president would get an opportunity
to learn first-hand what difficulties
and troubles students are experiencing as they pursue their
education. And at the same time
many brave students who stepped
forward for such a visitation would
get an idea of who the college
president was and maybe even what
the responsibilities are.
In the event such an open door
policy is never to materialize, many
of the student body who commute
here or attend classes from day to
day will go along without gaining the

experience of this valuable potential
encounter. Deans of a majority of
the departments on campus will give
evidence to students who are having
problems.
It is only the college president’s
office and consequently closed door
policy) which seems to estrange
those multitudes in our collegiate
community. Or maybe even entertains land thereby advocates
such a policy) this notion, but there
are many on campus who don’t know
of it, are much to busy to inquire, or
too awe-struck to pursue it. Consider
the alternatives, carefully.
Don Shannon
Microbiology, junior

Deport shah
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Editor:
The invasion of the American
embassy by the Iranian students
was ill-advised. It has broken international law, pushing Iran into
the position of pariah of the world
community. However, the U.S.
government has blown up the
situation - attempting to put the
blame on the shah’s victims.
The first Palavi - the shah’s
father - was installed by U.S. imperialism. He was deposed in favor
of the popular leader, Mossadegh.
The CIA overthrew Mossadegh
against the will of the Iranian people
las they did later with Allende in
Chile and established the younger
shah, continuing to support him for
the next 20 years. This modern-day
Hitler was responsible for the highly
organized imprisonment, torture,
and death of tens of thousands of
Iranians. He permitted no dissent of
his royal reign. When the butcher
was finally overthrown by the recent
revolution, the U.S. pledged that it
would not give sanctuary; instead,
our puppet in Mexico gave asylum.
Now, for "medical reasons" the U.S.
has gone back on these promises
figuring that the world opinion
would accept this gesture of support
to a "dying man."
It is understandable that the
Iranian students turned their anger
against the American embassy, as
part of our government. Harboring
the shah has instigated this counter
reaction. And now the government
via the media has whipped up and
fanned an explosive anti -Iranian
sentiment. White chauvinism is not
in the interests of students, working

people, and minorities. It has been
whipped up before and turned
against blacks, Japanese, Mexican
national minorities, etc.
It is in the interests of Kissinger,
Rockefeller, their spokesman,
Jimmy Carter, and other imperialists to defend "this loyal ally
who has given us so many years of
good service," in the words of
Kissinger.
The U.S. government is
responsible for the short and long
term situation. There is no escape
from this responsibility. It is
necessary to return this international criminal to the land of
his crimes. Deport the shah, not the
Iranian students.
Teresa Lender
Accounting Technician to Controllers Office

Blackmail
Editor:
Iranian students dare to talk
about freedom and humanity. The
ayatollah dares to call Carter a
terrorist. All this while America is
being blackmailed and American
civilians in our embassy are
definitely losing their freedom at the
hands of Iranian students.
This ayatollah sits on American
television condemning the fascist
shah. Then in the second breath he
refuses to hear simple questions
because they weren’t approved first.
Who’s the fascist here?
While his student supporters
blackmail Americans, the ayatollah
says he considers it an insult that
Americans call them terrorists.
Then the ayatollah announces
the release of the black and women
prisoners. He is hoping to cloud the
issue. The ayatollah hopes to divide
a nation his terrorism has united. He
seems to think that by recognizing
civil and women’s rights he can
divide us. Quite a move by someone
who is such a noted oppressor of
women.
Washington meanwhile cannot
respond because they don’t dare
jeopardize the prisoner release. The
ayatollah is smart, but then Hitler
was smart, as well as insane.
Now the ayatollah threatens to
arrest our diplomats as spies and
execute them. If we, if our govern-

ment allow them to get away with
this, no American will be able to hold
up his head.
Steve Sloan
Photojournalism

Unpleasant
Editor:
One of the more unpleasant
problems in the mental health
community is violence in the homes.
A violent person can be asked to
leave the home or be put in the
hospital for evaluation.
At Marimur Hall, the person
who does get violent can be voted out
of the house by the other residents
after a thorough discussion at a floor
meeting. The floor meeting is a
requirement of the house.
Ted Rost
Political Science graduate

Unfortunate
Editor:
This letter is in response to your
article on KFAT.
It is unfortunate that Uncle
Sherman, Sully and Terrell Lynn
were fired.
What KFAT doesn’t need is a
sound similar in any way to KSJS.
Fatheads listen to the station so they
can hear an "off-beat" mixture of
country, blues and rock. What we
don’t want to hear is top 40 country,
new wave rock, top 40 bubblegum or
anything like disco.
The station has built its
following by playing people like Don
Bowman, the Grateful Dead,
Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown, Chip
Taylor and Chuck Wagon and the
Wheels.
Hopefully Mr. Droese will
realize this when he "tightens lip"
the format and will keep the
programming essentially the same.
KFAT may not be the most
appealing station to the business
community, but it does have a hardcore audience that doesn’t have a
programming alternative.
Tom Denzler
Management, Junior
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Hilo crushes volleyballers in season finale
Ward leaves unprecedented third-place team
by Greg Grimes
The highly -talented
SJSU women’s volleyball
team ended the regular
season in the same manner
they began - with a
disappointing and unexpected loss, this time to
unranked Hawaii-Hilo 1512, 14-16. 15-12, 15-2.
For the first time
during the six -year reign of
head coach Jane Ward, the
Spartans finished the

Division II regional
playoffs later this month.
The Spartans’ Division
I regional playoff hopes
died earlier in the week
when California defeated
Stanford in four games to
take sole possession of
second
place
behind
powerhouse University of
Pacific.
Had the Cards beaten
the Bears, a four-way tie
between tiw Spartans,

planning to take a year’s
leave of absence from the
SJSU program in order to
rest and recuperate from
her strenuous schedule for
the past six years.
In addition to her
duties here, Ward also
taught volleyball classes
and coached the team at
Cabrillo Junior College in
Santa Cruz.
"I guess it finally
caught up to me." Ward

she were 011 fire, She
contalually dived after
sucwayward
balls,
cessfully blocked Vulcan
smashes and spiked the
ball between the lunging
Vulcan defenders.
Down 13-14, Fraser
leaped into the air after a
near-perfect set by Mary
A.Baron and smashed the
ball past two startled Hilo
defenders to save SJSU’s

’This team is the most talented I’ve had ...
yet this has been my worst season’
season out of first place.
The 10th ranked SJSU
teani posted a third -place
7-5 Northern California
Athletic Conference record
and a 20-18 record overall.
"I’m not used to
losing," Ward said immediately after the game
Sunday night in Spartan
Gym.
"This team is the most
talented I’ve had since I
came here and yet this is
the worst season I’ve ever
had as a coach."
The Hilo Vulcans, on
the other hand, completed
their season with a 13-3
record and have been
chosen to compete in the

Fresno State, Cal and
have
would
Stanford
existed at the end of the
season which would have
put the Spartans in a
position to obtain a
regional berth due to their
overall performance.
"Well, I don’t have to
worry about SJSU any
longer," Women’s Athletic
Director Joyce Malone
said. Malone was one of the
four persons chosen to
select the eight regional
teams.
She will have to worry
a
finding
about
replacement for Ward,
though.
The head coach is

Mud hampers Luther
but teammates shine

photo by J L Sousa

Freshman Joyce Sprout. seen here spiking against Santa Clara. will be one of the few Spartan
voile y bailers back next year The team will lose five starters, and head coach Jane Ward. after this
year’s disappointing third place finish.

Ed I.uther, who was second in the nation in total offense a week ago with a 290-yard -per-game average, was
five for 10 passing in the mud Friday night against Santa
Clara and only picked up 27 yards of offense.
He probably will retain his second position, however,
because he had a 54-yard bulge over Steve Brown from
Appalachian State, who was in third place. Although
I.uther was a whopping 263 yards below his norm, he will
only drop 23 yards from his average.
The mud may have had an adverse effect on the
passing game, but fullback Jim Walsh, punter Frank
Ratto and kicking specialist Hugh Williamson who filled
in for injured Mike Berg i all enjoyed the muck.
Walsh, rushed for an even 200 yards, Ratto had punts
of 62 and 64 yards and Williamson booted a 29-yard field
goal which put SJSU in front early in the game.

said. "It’s been a constant
grind to put together a
team, train it and then see
it leave after a couple of
years. Then you have to
recruit all over again for
the following year.
-I’m just glad it’s all
over for a while," she said.
The Spartans match
Sunday night was over
sooner then they would
have liked.
SJSU quickly spurted
ahead in the first game 117, due to the help of junior
Buddy Hussey and senior
Jan Baszek.
The Spartans’ lack of
communication on the
court, which has plagued
them all season, began to
take its toll as the SJSU
players began to run into
and trip over each other
while running after the
ball.
The Vulcans rapidly
capitalized on the Spartan
mistakes and won the
game 15-12.
In the second game,
senior I.isa Fraser began to
play. for the Spartans as if

F tests
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SJSU then began to
disintegrate, as the
Vulcans picked apart the
Spartan defense, eventually defeating SJSU 15-12
in the third game and 15-2
in the fourth.
"They just can’t seem
to communicate on the
court." Ward said. "It’s
kdled us all year."
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On road seeking second win tonight

chances for a game victory
The Spartans then
quickly scored three points
with the help of Mary.
LeBaron to win the second
game 16-14

10.
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Humboldt tough test for wrestlers
slated to start, however,
Mike Rodrigues is also
making the trip in case
Jones cannot make weight.
"It’s demanding to
make weight," Kerr said.
"Each individual is different. Some guys can’t cut
an ounce, and some guys
get meaner and take it out
"They’re supposed to on their opponents."
be real tough," SJSU coach
Earlier in the season
T.J. Kerr said. -The coach
is an ex -marine, and he Jones was wrestling in the
runs his team accordingly. 126-pound division, but
"They’re in better dropped to 118’s because
shape than we are at this there he has a better
point," Kerr added, "but I chance to wrestle, acdon’t like to push too hard cording to Kerr.
early in the season."
"Jones is slick on his
The Spartans will go feet." Kerr said. "He’s
with the same lineup they different than last year.
used against Chico, but Now he is disciplined. He
there is a possibility of has really turned things
some changes by match around.
The Spartans also hope
time.
to turn things around from
126-pound Eddie Baza the last time they traveled
injured his shoulder in his to Humboldt.
win over Chico, and the
During the 1977-78
extent of his injury is not
season when SJSU went up
known.
Steve Lutz will make to Humboldt, they weighed
the trip to Humboldt in in at SJSU, then made the
case Baza is unable to long journey up to Humboldt in a rain storm.
wrestle.
by Ron Lazzarotti
With little time to
savor its first victory of the
regular season over Chico
State last Thursday, the
Spartan wrestling team
hits the mat again tonight
when it travels to Humboldt State.

In the 118 -pound
division, Wayne Jones is
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CLASSIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE
DINNER TUES-FRI
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The new San Jose Factory Store has Misses and
Junior fashions at wholesale prices. Choose
from our wide selection of first quality women’s
famous label fashions. Come into our new store
in San Pedro Square today and save money.
We’re open Monday through Saturday 10 am to
5 pm

CLOSED SAT SUN and MON
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For more information contact the
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CLOSE TO
GRADUATION?
WE MAY HAVE A JOB FOR YOU.
Our Recruiters will be at the
Job Fair November 28 & 29
Burroughs Corporation, Pasadena Plant designs develops
engineers and manufacturers medium data processing
systems We also design and produce operating system
software associated with these computers We have
openings for graduating students in the following areas
Logic Design Engineering
Circuit Design Engineering
Industrial Engineering
Manufacturing Engineering
Test Engineering
’Duality Engineeing
Management Systems Analysis
Software Validation Programming
Compiler Development
Burroughs Network Architecture
Data Communications
Data Base Management
Operating Systems Developmenl
II you are graduating with .Bat Seto, Sc,, Master’s Degree in
Computer Science Mathematics EE IE ME or Business
resume 10 or call Collect

send your
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Getting "homered," as
Kerr called it, refers to
playing a small college in a
small town, such as
Humboldt. where the
"home court advantage"
plays a big part, according
to Kerr.
-Their coach plays all
the angles and is a hell of a
recruiter," Kerr said. "But
they do have a good
program and a lot of local
support"

Spartan Daily

be- 410t$

$$$$.44 4.44. $44$

paid*, And

-They r the team I will
get homered," Kerr added,
"but it will be a good experience for them."

1/11

Northern California," Kerr
added, "so it looks good if
they beat us."
The Spartans next
home meet will be Dec. 1,
when they host the Mumby
Invitational.

FOR AN APPOINTMENT

MEAL DEAL
IJUMBO
1119490 MCI, 151/41 MS AND lANGI SOrt Mlle!
100,

"We have a good
rivalry with Humboldt,"
Kerr said. "But I told them
what to expect. We’ll be
competing with emotion.

whatever the outcome
because they compete as a
Division II college and
SJSU is a Division I
college.
"We’re pretty’ much
the dominant force in

It resulted in SJSU
losing the first five matches, a feat Kerr does not

LUNCHTIME IS
MEAL DEAL
TIME

A

want to repeat.
Kerr remedied the
situation this year by going
ups day early.

KINKO’S

iedsnis oi

5.151

DRY
CUT
SHAMPOO
HAIRBOND OF NORTHERN CAL
SUITE 215
2444 MOORPARK
SAN IOSE

Nita Ivy, Manager
Professional Employment
460 Sierra Madre Villa
Pasadena, California 91109
(213) 351.6551

Burroughs

Novembr 20, 1979
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Different approach for America’s premier leaper

Livers makes triple jumping an art form
Former SJSU track
star Ron Livers wants to do
more than just compete in
the triple jump he wants
to make it an art form.
’’It’s a very artistic
sport, and that’s how I
approach it," he said. "I
try to make it very visual
for the audience. I want
them to leave the meet
talking about the triple
jump."
Livers is working on
doing just that as he
readies himself for a spot
on the 1980 Olympic team.
When he travels to different countries to compete
in the triple jump, he
always exchanges ideas
with other triple jumpers
because "always there is
endless room for improvement."
And according to
brother Larry Livers,
SJSU track coach, "Ron
knows as much about the
sport as anybody. There
are few coaches who know
as much as he does."
Livers, who graduated
from SJSU in 1978, believes
he will have no trouble
making the Olympic team
as long as he isn’t injured.
The 5-9, 155-pound
Livers is ranked No. 1 in
the country now, and has
been the only triple jumper
in the nation to win the
NCAA championship three
times. His best jump so far
was a slightly wind-aided
57-7.
Livers is training twice
a day for a couple of hours
each session to get in top
shape for the Olympic
trials in Eugene, Ore. in
June.
He, his wife and son
are staying with his
parents in Norristown,

Penn. so he can devote
more time to training.
Livers comes from a
family devoted to track and
field. His father was a

hurdler who won a state
championship when he was
young, brother Larry was a
hurdler who tried out for
the Olympic team, but

different events when we
were young," Livers said.
"There was no limit to
what we would do
we
used to practice hurdles,

came in fifth in the trials,
and twin brother Don was a
state champion in the 200
meters.
"We used to practice

running, long jump, high
jump and even shotput."
But Livers’ favorite
event was the triple jump.
"When I was five or
six, I was captivated by the
triple jump when we went
to meets," he recalled. "I
would come home and try
to imitate it on the grass or
sidewalk."
Livers has competed in
many events, including the
high jump and long jump,
but in 10th grade he
decided to concentrate on
triple jumping.
Now Livers is looking
forward to the 1980
Olympics, and predicts the
triple jump will be the
highlight of the games.
Russian triple jumper
Viktor Saneyev will be
going for his fourth
Olympic gold medal next
summer.
"That will make tilt
triple jump very exciting,"
Livers said.
Livers is confident of
his chances against the
Russian, saying he thinks it
is "very possible" that he
will beat him for the gold.
After the Olympics,
Livers plans to go into
and
medicine
sports

"Actually, only four
men were able to compete

Of the four who did
travel, Mike Coleman was

Women pace fencers
to fifth straight win
Paced once again by the women’s squad, the SJSU
fencing team whipped Sacramento State 15-3 Saturday in
the capitol city, to improve its conference record to 5-0.
The Lady Spartans, led by Joy Ellingson, Laurie
Clark, and Sue Huseman, won easily 9-0.
In their nine bouts, none of the women surrendered
more than two touches in any bout.
While the men’s team won 6-3, SJSU coach Michael
D’Asaro was not overly enthused with the men’s victory.
"I was a little disappointed in the outcome," D’Asaro
said. "Mark ( Decena ) and Tako (Okamoto) both lost
bouts! didn’t expect them to lose."
Valentino Desuyo, a foil alternate recorded the other
loss.
One bright spot for the foil team was Doug Nichols,
who won both of his bouts.
However, Nichols will go back to the epee team
because his experience is needed there, according to
D’Asaro.
Without Nichols, the foil team will rely on Decena and
Okamoto to carry the team.
"Mark hasn’t really fenced up to his capabilities,"
D’Asaro said. "The road’s been a little rocky.
"Tako is just a freshman. Maybe I have been a little
hard on both of them," D’Asaro added. "But we have to
set high goals."
The Spartans’ next match will be Nov. 28, when they
host UC-Santa Cruz.

the only one to earn an
Invitational crown in the
lighter Black Belt division
while Ken Blakey placed
second in the heavier Black
Belt division.
"We also were under
the impression that there
would be a women’s
division, but it was only for
the juniors," Uchida said.
The junior division
incorporates girls up to the
age of 16, he said.
"None of the girls who
came with us to the Invitational were able to
compete," Uchida said.
Looking ahead to the
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Mr. Wilfred thanks you for making
us SJSU’s leading hair style shop

BLOW & GO CUT
with this ad. Have your hair
cut to stay in place during the
winter months

I MEN

upcoming season, which
begins in February, Uchida
said he expects the team to
do what it has done for the
win the
past 18 years
AAU National Championships.
"This is an Olympic
year and I’m sure everyone
on the team will be very
determined to win a
berth," he said.
The top three positions
in the AAU Championships
as well as the three
finalists in the National
Collegiate Championships
will be eligible to compete
at the Olympic trials in
April.

Leading the SJSU
competition for the
Olympic berths will be
Coleman, Blakey, Mike
Burbridge and Wayne
Kakuchi.
"We will also have two
members of the Mexican
National team competing
for us this year," Uchida
said, "both Geraldo Padilla
and Eduardo Cerria."
The women’s team will
feature Christine Penick,
Michelle Palacio and
Floria Zafarales.
"This should be a very
good year," Uchida said.
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BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

Auto -Tech. Inc.
Foreign/ Domestic

Actually this ad is back by order of the Associated Students Personnel Selection Officer. We’re running these openings just one more
time so you’ll have a chance to sign up and get into the running.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
Intercultural Steering Committee

DYNAMOMETER TEST FACILITY
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UP
CERTIFIED MECHANICS
DIAGNOSTIC MAINTENANCE
SERVICEENGINE OVERHAULS
CLUTCH and TRANSMISSION REPAIRS
CARBURETOR & BRAKE SERVICING
ELECTRICAL TESTING & REPAIR
AIR CONDITIONERS SERVICED

(101)217.3610

Graduate Studies Committee
Undergraduate Studies Committee
International Student Advisory
Committee
University Communications Board

1
2
2
2
8

U.S. born student
foreign born students
students
students
students

4 students

ACADEMIC SENATE
Campus Planning

WOMEN’
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(teg $25;

now
I $10

now.
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he said. "I want to last as
long as he has. I’m looking
forward to longevity in the
sport, and I want to go to
two or three or four
Olympics also."

RENTERSL
00vOU

Former Spartan track star Ron Livers triple jumps during a meet in his SJSU years. Livers, now training
for the 1980 Olympic trials, also competed in the high jump and long jump at SJSU.

this weekend," SJSU coach
Yosh Uchida said. "I don’t
feel that bad.
"Everyone else had to
study for mid -terms and
were not able to travel with
us to the Stanislaus State
College."

Son lesn, CA 95112

"I’m starting now
where Saneyev started,"

If our Corinthian doesn’t
make you happy then we
don t. know what will do
the trick

The SJSU judo team
ended
its pre -season
tournament tour Sunday
night at the Turlock Invitational on a slightly
disappointing note, only
two men coming home with
ribbons.

791 N. 13tft St.

perhaps become a trainer.
But he doesn’t intend to
give up the triple jump.

Join the happiest
pipe smokers in
town. Stop in and
try a couple of
pipefuls of our
cool, bite -free
Corinthian.

Judo team ends pre-season with win

r-

by Erin Hallissy

4 students

The deadline for all these positions is November 28, 1979 at
2:00 p.m. in the A.S. office. Please call 277-3201 or drop by for
more details.
SPACE FOR THIS AD PAID FOR
BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Crest Pipe Shop
45 N. First St.
Mission Pipe Shop
(under new management)
8 1 2 Town $ Country Village

i mon

LvIs4

35 S. 4th St

$15

I

1 21:OakPt:on:SU

294-4086

’ECONOMY

"’IMPORTS,.
IMPORTED CAR PARTS
Intersection of
S. 1st and S. Market

998-5060

BOSCH

Students stop by and
pick up 15% discount card

Plenty of Free Customer Parking
REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE
ON CAMPUS TUESDAY, NOV. 27

MASTERS
DEGREE IN
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINES
SAINT MARY’S GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
’This exiting new program is designed
for American and foreign students
desiring a broader scope in the challenging field of international business

IF

milli=11111111MMINII

Please send all available iliformation and
application forms for the Master of Science
degree in International Business at
Study in the San Francisco bay area I St Mary’s Graduate School of Business
One year program (four quarters)
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY
Top quality faculty
Classes beginning in Fall and Spring I Name
Fully accredited by the Western
I Address
Association of Schools and Colleges
City
State
Zip
For more information, send coupon to 1 University or college _
Saint Mary’s
Country of citizenship
College of California
I am interested in the program beginning
Graduate Business Programs I
__ Fall _
Spring
P.O. Box M Morava, Ca. 94556 I
Year
(415) 376-3840
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iLizzie Jordan took an axe
Then chopped firewood
And made ten stacks.
When she saw
What she had done
She tied them in bundles
One by one.
"Red hot firewood!"
Lizzie cried
In her ad in Classified.
To work for a buck
Lizzie was willing
She sold the lot
And made a killing.

today. Legal of both
and lovong together
No
confidential
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blood test No waiting period Be
married near campus by Rev
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I would like to share my
thoughts and my feelings with a
woman companoon Please caii

For information send
52 to Peace Inc . P 0 SO. MO,
Denver. CO 40227 Deadline Jan
12051 W
II, 1980 PEACE INC
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included $100 per person S275
shame room 292 1111 or 793 3643
Room for Rent
2/, mature male (no gays I Apt
in Los Gatos
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kl0filOnS1 744 5553

Travel
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days a week Budget Flights 1980
Domestic and onternatoonal let

or

WOULD like to fond a female
companion to live wan a non
dice.. man Free rent Call

CRUISEWORLD

Expert tvpm{) the prootreadpriq
or term papers. etc FSt Ser
rice SI pq Call Stied. 779 909

TECHNICAL typing
Theses,
Pats by Stanford Unov
U S
secretary on my S J home Call
Pat 41 49/ 3311 Clays. or 79/ 1731

AM a warm, sensoloye, han
docapped man with a speet h

lama,.

eves

14150 Clayton Rd
San
Jose Call 154 IOl6attpmO e m

MEN, WOMEN,
JOBS.
YACHTS,

a

needed

Mrs

CRUISESHIPS,

on

319 2111/

1116

All

Be. 1391, Campbell

write PD
CA 95008

STUDENT to ass.’ in fowling
remedial reading approx 15 20

rent

ettp

papers
Cal 112

I

required

STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION 271 3235

yrs

6

Reports term papers theses
dossertabons, letters. teccnn.ca I
typing, etc Famogaray with all

TERPRISES HAS IT.

Student
Oe
SAN JOSE

Service

IBM

P m

your Pledge Daughter

L S P
Pal

Housing

donator to work 20 hours a week.
53 SO 14 00 an hour Typing and

typing

Corr Selectra II
Call Shirley at 255 0540 alters 30

’IOW a hot pledge mom
ol Jose
Love in

direct

High pay, $0000,000 monthly
loggong and
Parks, fisheries
more How, where to get lobs

Must be enrolled on or completed
20
Accounting
intermediate

Fri

12

non profit age.
Min or eiccountong
10 IS hIs per or. 289

SUMMER JOBS
IN ALASKA

We offer pay plus
Hmed
experience

records and P
statements and

McCoy
38 Most trivial
41 Nearly all
42 Italian screen

11

192

for

Contact

gymnastics
Irv..,
west

STUDENTS

GOOD 5 Set your own hours
Process service Call 195 4001

9

time

term
theses
resumes letters etc
with

care

Of

Bookkeeper

accountant needed to maintain

Adject is r

The

1161

American school
needs people (men preferred) 10
teach the 3 R’s in English, 1 hour

pr.tocal

44 Horn: Preltx
45 Pounce
46 Burst of cheers
from a crowd
47 Country of the
zarzuela
49 Treasury notes
51 Famous race,
for short
A’ahthilrt s
52 Finials at the
Equipment for a
ends of spires
British army
54 Interpreted
officer
55 lluest ions
Scandinavian
58 Amtrak adjunct:
surname
A bbr.
Total
Dickens i haracter 59 Gentle -- lamb
Ii

French
in Palo Alto

help

Restaurant

1700

25 Spatial. in
chemistry
26 Whirring noise.
as made by a
partridge
28 Pile
29 Formerly
30 Central strands
of ropes
31 Club whose motto
is "Sers ice 33 Clotho. Lachesis,
Atropos
34 Famed (conch
tournament
35 pP,e,rntnsylvania
36

needed at A and W 735
Alameda
Short 14,Wit
Peninsula

WANTED

1979 1.a. A gaffes TIN. n twine ie

1
2
3
4

0400

189 1996
Responsoblel

etc

always

but

Sometimes O.&
friendly crowd

TYPING

follpm
PROFESSIONAL

Love Dimps
JUDY

Term

Ell.Cient Typong

TYPING
INTELLIGENT
Connoe and Gary 967 0/97 I am

kinds

09 000 to me I LOVE YOU Your
Brim’, Bums 31 hugh?

Part time female Attend Care
Most have car Pay 53 50 per hr
Flexible hrs leans per wk Call

THE

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe

20
21
22
21
26
27

1019

FAST

Resumes theses
Call 151 NMI 9 arn toe pm

the
Co
CONGRATULATIONS
tall ’79 pledge class of Sigma
Alpha Mu Lots ofluck and love.

Wanted- Bar person, Beer and
Wine only Friendly. out going
personality. Working mans bar
flavor
country
tooth
a

viier
B ruce
Gymnastocs School at 374,6692

Mon

Resembling Kook
Pieman
As well
Kitchen staple
Brisk
Fresh water duck
Spurs on
Filing card
projections
This: I.at,
Leisure
Type Ill perfume
Prohibit legal iy
Intimation
Kyoto coin
Cyclist’s stopover
Comfiort
Enroll
-- Treat y. 1921
concerning Pacific
questuns
Maple tree !amity
Young fish
Weary
Outer boundary
of an area
Mythical monster
Shelters Mr
hoop
Bracket support
ng it cornice,
balustrade. etc.
’ormer Dept. of
/efense syst.
Abbrs. on city
maps
Getti
Elk

INCOME.
EXTRA
EASY
5500/1.000 Stuffing envelopes
Send
leo
ad
Guaranteed
dressed, stamped envelope to
DEXTER ENTERPRISES
Shrine. Pl. LA, Ca 90007

Department
SJSU
Graduate
South San
IBM Seteetroc II
Ca,
Jose Blossom ...lie, faii

papers

335 S Baywood A ye
S. Jose Colt 247 7.6

responsible people who want to

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19

Soghtseeong
Epenses
paid
Free into Write IJC, Box 52 SB
Corona Del Mar, C 92135

earn 5100 to S400 per week,
working only 21 to 25 hours
Won’t
Perfect
for
students
with el sssss Previous
but
not
helpful,
experience
sales
necessary We train Call 464

women’s

ESTIMATE

52 Island count!,
53 Fixed point ot
time
56 ,Vv’iang
,
Lung’s
It
57 Public walks
along the seaside
60 Author of
"Amores61 long legged bird
62 Drench
express
63
64 Italian epic poet
65 Conjunctions

America, AuStralia. Asac Ete
All Fields, 5500-57,200 Monthly

St

SKI

change,

SA LVA ROR

o

Sum
JOBS
OVERSEAS
iner/year
round Europe.
S

COPY INC
Part or full

Mar. CA 92625

for Laura

Tune

AUTO SERVICE CENTER 3021
Monterey Rd . 576-9000 FREE

ACROSS

female

Erasable Bond Typing paper
All or part 5100 ream 294 1311

roofs.
CUSTOMIZING, moon
pop tops,
and paint.
Body
CHUCK’S
Mechanical repair

GAYS

manager trainees and ecnonter
We need full and part
time people for all shifts Call
295 5141 between 4 30 and II

Expenses
monthly
paid Sightseeing For tree info,
write 1.1C. B. 52 515, Corona Del

white

ch.Sis tube,
wheel baianong Larry 249-9349

caucus meets Wednesdays at
7-30 pm at the Wornens Center
For more information, call 219

oil

housecalls

Restaurants
HOUSE
HOPP!
Inc Is expanrang and needs new
Posarans open for

am orltOtpm 695 N 511. St

Mature

neatness
TYPING
Accuracy
and deadoones guaranteed E.,
reports
and
It
Masler,
powoved
CliSSertI.ons
by

Jnel at 217 9525

hours Call Lorraine 1371 9/31

Summer,
JOBS
Year round Europe, S. America.
Australia, *se. ,to All fields

ON
COUPONS
HALF FARE
united Airlines 535 ea only 2
left Call 217 3171 or 177 1171 ask

0690

dance.

PART TIME work for Students
5500 plus per month Set own

OVERSEAS

New Hexcell Firelights 190. $100
Nordic, GT’s. 10 mused SO. 430
Call 245 /979 Eves

nyoaks Ave., Campbell. Call 318

12/11, Christmas party and last
scheduled

lb

Harmony Center
eitillulotul tasteful
Inter denomonalo

lodenlial

Take

Kitakyushu.

407 E Santa Clara
(between 9th and 10th sts

TIRE MARKET. (Discount Tire

Deeernber is II/15 is Movie
night. II/22, Thanksgiving, no
meeting.

16

WEDDINGS

F.

reed Low rates
1/4 loll

GODDESS, rock band avaolabir
for parties, dances, whatever
For more onto call 151 4302

Re G Key
ceremonies

typos,

Drodlones guar.
Cii Jeannw al

pprieOced

oemovr./
hair
UNWANTED
con
orever
Specialist

HAPPY anniversary on West
front Hope vou have a great
day on Him Thanks so much.

people

PROFESSIONAL

1) ping

SEVERAL part time female
drovers n.ded for transport of
autos to/from car dealers in S.
JO. area Flex hrs avall Start

Ymaha
Nohara,
Mr Ichiro
I 1 1
Uomaeho,
IF,
B ldg

wknds

Vin
Lona C
Mrs
cent M (Latono. BA lie 1.1,,
Near
Cert.’ oed
Semi retired.
campus Call 746 1840

Wed

Your little sisters

employees

GOOD typos, C lose to e.g..
C11
etc
thesis
Mnuser rats
or
Dorothy at 394 VII eves

Lat..

and history I
lials

IC s

PERMANENT hair removal by
Call atol 7511 Mon and
FAY

couver WA 94.8

Call George at 292
91119, MAACO Auto Painting

photo
College

time

lit
Conven,ent to SJSU
Sly, mo 120 S 3rd St 279 3581

used lices. 56. THE

E.

and
U S

ALL AMERICAN
No mop required

and

the S U
at 0 p m
share Our

Day iS
to
Van
1721 C

S504)-$1,700

reams.

PARKING
83 series small
Lifetime Guarantee 83 series
large, 51299. Radial, 70 series
recaps, and Mud and Snow.

Boo

lot

progrms O

at 14 soJiw

0491

Ladies
ST
Kastonger. Top of line
used 4
limes It. small) SAO form Call
27/ 5.9 after I

RECAPS 19.99

envelope

Enterproses.

Serra nude, nude SIO
models
prOw
Plea. contact Kim at
Art West Studios, P0 Box 1939,
Los Gatos. CA 95010, or call 114

I would alsn enter the
of providing you

NINE

Automotive

Thursday, usually on
Guadalupe ROorn
Please come and

stamped

teach,

NEEDED

Ministries.

express
their
meet
every

MAKE holiday money at home
For details send self addressed.

the

Fukuoka, Japan

Paul’S

(4151313 14/5 Call collect

socialize

manager One person needed to
iove in studio apartment anott

Kokurakita Ku,

Convergence

eves

GSU
Gay Student Union is a
supportive
organization
tor
lesbians
and
gay
men
to

assostant

married couples, both able to
with some experience
Contact
teaching
children

253 32/1
to review your insurance needs
at the time and place of your

U M C next door Sponsored by
St
Paul’s United Methodist
Adult
Young
Church

REVISING, edrang, organoting
reports,
term
manuscropts,

APARTMENT

dav Cali
and tamale, earn $50
King Cab Company 791 9044

MORT STAR

San Salvador) Folk to relax by
free
with Jeff and friends,
coffee. tea and conver.tran

Persona s

sessions

(plus

on. 923 4/21

CAB DRIVERS NEEDED Full
time and part time drovers
needed. 25 years of vge or older
with good driving record Male

personality,
good
graduate,
willing to stay 2 years $1,100 to
Prefer
month
S1.500
per

with dependable protection and
For
Prompt personal service
more info please eisll

Freeway ColleehouS
Take a study break Thursday.
Nov 29th, 7 00 10 00 p.m. at 435
S 10th St (corner of 10th and

lacy or all ol the
Work part rime le fit
Call 241.4447

with

Jim at 295 5064

’Bird.

Wounded

book
address
SS reward Cii

leather
5’ 7"
Appro

typing
book or

YOU, s011001 hours
or 295 7434

above)

resume
Send
Requirements

needsn i would enray helping
YOu protect Me good thongs you
have worked hard for with a
State Farm car homeowners.
life sinvor health insurance

lc a trip to Point Reyes
or info call Greg at

Nov

at W. 2388

deadline,

/9, a beautolui

1st

Nov

LOST
little

Bum Wing Expert typist. e
cIlent mclune

al
California
e onversatran
Language institute in Japan

there is someone who can help
you with all your insurance

Nov 6 a talk will be given on
’The Fight for Lake Tahoe ’ On
Nov 10, a bayele trip through
Napa Valley’s Vineyards and

Legiengthy

lob, long
equivalent

54

layers.
electrical or

TEACHERS Neded 141 at soon
as possible to teach English

DEAR STUDENTS, faculty and
when you need
employees
onsurance, isn’t ot nice to know

the
S U
Here are
Guadalupe Room
some coming attractions. On

and

I person o,
covering

an easy brae ride
APP. at BMA, 1040 N 4th St ,
Wed thrU Sat 9 to

USED Books For Less Recycle
Bookstore, 98 E San Fernando
on corner of 3rd St Call 216
6215

INTERESTED on outdoor ad
ventures? Come to the SJSU
Sierra Club meeting every Tues
moist

WNTEO

Floor

11.5 atter OOP rot

TUTORIAL
Italian

edutaliOn

campus,

tail
We
have
dinettes, hed.beds,
coffee and end tables, lamps,
rugs, dressers, desks, beds and
trasc Cash and carry Call 295
7434

Pm

Spartan
from
Stadium on the corner of S 11h

gayness

6

reoulai
...able

forst sox men and sox women who
call to reserve 156 0086 after 5

across

WM Call 356 2116, on a m

management
helpful
8ndyrnan sperience
Free rent includes phone and
cable TV Units are 2 miles from

Good price.
We are "unfurnisrang
apart
mints close to campus on

and 3rd Fridays A safe place.
of
evenings
candlelit
these
music and valley views are a
nonverbal
almost
delightful
way to unwind Limited to the

newspaper. Cardboard, glass.
aluminum and fin cans, I please
flatten, and now motor oil

Rekedv
nee ssssss
Homemakers Call 798 1144

help

St

Wed thru sat

FRIDAY
GENTLE
EVENING, loon Rol and friends
for massage and hot tub on lit

SPARTAN Gardens Recycling
Center is open this semester
102 pm,and Sal and
Wed
94
pm
We
fake
Sun.

papers
sultatran

the

288 6647
A FOUR DAY STORE

A

FOR

293 3461

personal

vry

10 percent
AMERICA

around your
experience

m
Work vio.k
PART ton.
days or w.kerlds in Los Gatos
tor dosobled graduate student

painting

USED furniture

our

emotions and tensions
Students with 7 0 receove 50
percent ofl,mo
Non students
630/no Please call 292 6159 or

vocational,

You
can
ALCOHOL from 3 to
BEERMAK ERS OF
1040 N 4th

Work
No

disabled
01

minor plumbing,
carpentry, ontrior and exterior

2029

minds

We’re

puffing It together and you only
need a small space lo do it NO
ADDITIVES. Pure malt Costs
1,2 the price of store bought

IMMEDIATE openings in your
and
alder lo
’seining

Athletic
with
1.9
LOST
r.quelbail ego. op and clothes
Wed am Fen off motoreyele on
San Fernando Call Vic at 111

area

145 1196

pr/hr

weeks New recipe tastes fan
fasla Very little actual work in

saver dollars flo( 296 3471 or 743

Emphasis will be

directed toward relaxing our
body and mind We will use ora
breath

yourself The recipes are faculty
wives’ favorites and are superb’
1100 plus ta at the Spartan
B ookstore Gott wrapped

CASH FOR YOUR COINS, any
coins up to 19401 will pay 50
their value, for older Coins or

6118 or 998 7416
YOGA

BEERMKING
Now
it
is
legitl, You can Be drinking your
own import type brew in 1 to 4

beer

Call 186

new Sports new .....
high schools
Calif
Contact editor Mark Tenn’s at

HANDYMAN

LOOKING lor
SPeeoat 0 was
gift, Buy the Si SU ssocoales
Cookbook ’East and Elegant"
and help the scholarship Fund
Glue it as gift, buy another for

MORE ANNOUNCEMENTS

instruction

School of Ballet Arts

KARATE
Who Tiger School
Of Self Defer.,
special offer
496-0124 5 leSSOns for 530

events egeept the People
who
SKI CLUB Joe 24111 2529
care

6917

Full/pt

Guild at
179 30/4 or /93 5118 icor onfo

Sports,

Next Tailgate Party is
Fo oder Nov 1Oats 00 Who else
would bring you these fantastic

MOVING and hauling
I have
small covered W.I. and will do
all sorts of lobs Call ROY at 298

TYPIST tor law lorm
time Will train Call E

covertng
ORGAN
Thor as organ, 10
months old to,
shape Just
Pick up the rest o payment C11
24/ 0126

Rock,

Bus

5

Two rem rters. one
NEEDED
pholographr
and
one
marketing ssislant for Cal Hi

For Sale

balance is due Come oul and
hear the West and meet the
people who will make Aspen

cards.

November 20. 1979

ASSiFIE D
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Prof sees richer life ahead
Adoption - or muddling - is as
necessary to econorrie survival as
natural selection is to the process of
evolution, according to a book
written by a geography professor
who will speak tonight about his
publication
Warren Johnson, professor of
geography and former chairman of
the Geography Department at San.
Diego State University. will discuss

his new book, -Muddling *rowan]
Frugality," at 7 p.m in the Student
Union Urnunhum Room.
The hour-long, free lecture will
concern the book which states that
the near future holds good and bad
news for industrial nations, particularly the United States, as
natural resources become scarce.
Despite the shortage, the quality of
life will unprove.

Senior studies urban blight
-youtinued from page 1
"I wanted to be Jack Anderson
or Herb Caen," she said. -Then I
saw myself in 10 years working in
public relations somewhere, so I
decided to leave journalism and sit it
out at New College.
"It turned out to be the right
place."
Woodworth believed the need for
New College is still great
At the New College retreat held
each semester, Wmaiworth said
p,ople have fun learning. instead of
\ ding learning and fun into two
-*We have been giver freedom to
be creative, plus we are put under
pressure to be creative "
The biggest block ph
n wily students from ’oil ’fl’

ing
‘,,5

oliege sta. said. is the What can
you be when you get out’." mentality.

"I used to be in journalism,
wheee 68,000 graduates were looking
for 12,000 jobs." she said. "Is that
better""
Recently A.S. President Nancy.
McFadden recommended Woodworth to be the student representative on the New College review
committee. This 2-student. 4-teacher
group, headed by the Dean of Undergratuatc Studies, may recommend New College be phased out.
"I’m real glad there’s a vehicle
for students to be on the review
committee," Woodworth said.
"During the last review we didn’t
have an input "

"The book is loaded with information, extremely readable,
well
refreshing in thought,
documented and definitely useful,"
according to Gary Klee, assistant
professor and coordinator of the
SJSU Environmental Studies
Department.,
-Muddling Toward Frugality,"
the author’s colleague said, may be
on the same rank as "Waldon’s
Pond" which had tremendous social
impact.
Johnson sees the world in the
21st century where small communities are revived, repair
business flourish, small neighborhood groceries return to
residential areas and less pollution
fills the air.
’’The bottom line is that our
lives will be richer, simpler and
more human in scale, thus more
enjoyable. The age of scarcity,
according to Johnson, has enormous
benefits and should not be feared,"
wrote Klee in the August 1979 edition
of the Professional Geographer, a
forum and journal of the Association
of American Geographers.
Johnson has published articles
on this theme in periodicals such as
Technology Review, Equilibrium,
Environmental Affairs, Sierra Club
Bulletin, and in the book "Toward
the Steady State Economy . *He is the
co-editor of Economic Growth vs.
The Environment.

Former student looks back

Campus changes viewed
lion Schmidt ilia%

been lanious Tina(’ than 20

years ago for coaxing I.,
Armstrong into playing on the
steps of the ATO house, too on his first visit to SJSU since
his 1959 graduation, Schmidt himself was the celebrity.
Owner of the largest public relations firm in Oregon.
Schmidt mixed the good news with the bad as he toured
Journalism and Mass Communications classes.
Schmidt had sonic. very definite opinions on a changed
SJSU campus as well as some first-hand advice for
students about life in the "real world."
Calling 20 years of expansion -architectural abortion." Schmidt recalled the warmth of the traditional
Spanish buildings that used to prevail.
"I feel like I’m in a time machine." he said. -There
used to be a love for lawns arid trees."
Schmidt, a representative of the Oregon Association
of Aretim
said there is no excuse for buildings that
have WI consideration for the environment.
The ’ hodge-podge" of today’s campus lacks the
vibrancy’ and community spirit that was here 20 years
ago, he said.
When the president and community relations director
live 40 miles off campus, ’*something’s wrong."

%el:using. public fa:I:Marla and marketing for clients
ranging from public utilities to entertainers.
Sclunidt’s strongest advice to students entering the
-real world" is to have a sound knowledge of governmental processes.
.
As chief administrator for Oregon’s controversial
Gov. Tom McCall, Schmidt is well aware of the increasing
scope of government.
-Almost every decision that is made today in the area
of mass communications is going to be affected by the
goy ernment.
"Government is going to have an awful lot more say"
in everything that happens during the next five years, he
said.

Regulation of advertising is "scary" said Schmidt,
who does not believe in government controlling commerce
"There area lot of kooks out there who would like to
control what we say and do." he said. "Once you give up a
freedom you will never regain it."
The secret of success, Schmidt told students, is the
right combination of talent, drive and luck.
-You’re going to have to take some chances in life,"
he said.

Schmidt received a degree in public relations after
first attempting a major in criminology
There may be times when opportunity must come
before profit, he added.
"I hated wearing uniforms." he said.
"I don’t care how good you are, you’ve really got to
After graduation. Schmidt went on to establish Ron
Schmidt and As.sociattes, no later than two days after have some breaks."
leaving SJSII.
Above all, he said, you have to have a genuine interest
A native of Turlock. Schmidt realized that Oregon had in what you are doing.
a wide open market for public relations after serving an
"You’re not going to be on this earth too long and
internship with the Shakespearean Festival in Ashland.
you’re crazy to spend your life doing something you don’t
Today S hunch’s Portland-based firm handles nd- like."
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by Lou Fedorski
WNAT IN TOE WORLD WAS
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MAYBE IT WAS A
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Associated Students is
"Operation
planning
Thanks-sharing" this week
for students needing a
on
place
to
go
Thanksgiving. If you would
like to participate call Jim
Rowen at 277-3201.
Entomology Club will
discuss "The Killer Bees"
at 1:30 p.m. today in
Duncan Hall, room 246.

dinner meeting at 6 tonight
at the Pinehurst Inn, 1520
The Alameda.
Ski Club will have a
special meeting for people
going on the Aspen trip at
7:30
tonight
in
Engineering, room 132.
Call Steve or Brian at 9981097 for more information.

A free lecture by
Professor Warren A.
Johnson,
former chairman
Pre-I .aw Association
will have a meeting at 3:30 of the Department of
p.m. today in the S.U. Geography at San Diego
Costanoan Room. For State University. will be
more information call Joe given at 7 tonight in the
S.U. Umunhum Room.
Velasquez at 295-3150.
Student Health Service
will hold a discussion on
-Nutrition Gobble" at 11
a.m. today: in the S.U.
Costanoan Room. Call
Mary Ann Sullivan at 2772222 for more details.
Gay Men’s Rap Group
of the Gay: Student Union
will meet at 7:30 tonight in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
SJSU Physical Fitness
(7Iub will meet at 1 p.m.
today in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.
Sierra Club will meet
at 7:30 tonight and every
Tuesday night in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Call
Greg at 289-9956 for more
information.

The library is offering
a lecture on researching
journalism at 2:30 p.m.
today in LC 217. Sign up at
the main reference desk,

t),)

aren’t easy to find
That’s why you need
to start looking now
If you want a lob
that provides good
pay. training and
benefits in the held
of AVIATION/
MANAGEMENT
call Vern Wing
Navy Officer programs
at (408)279-3477 Or
see him on campus at
the Student Union on
Nov 20th and 2Ist

National Association of
Accountants will have a

Can Days E venings & Weekends

-H.

415 327-0841
1251 TALE niece,
1A20 11110 CA O430.1

EducatIonal Center
TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Permanent Centers open days, evenings and
weekends.
Low hourly cost. Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST-n -TAPE" facilities tor review of
class lessons and supplementary materials
taught by skilled instructors.
Small Cl
Opportunity to make up missed lessons
Voluminous home-study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert in their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.
I or tolormahon About PO, Cool, n,/kor In, AO WI. US Eines & Abroad
Outside NY State CALL TOLL Hifi 1100.223.1/112

A Special Indepth
FORUM
with TOM...
Concerning the
Campaign for
Economic Democracy
at 1:30pm
In the Student Union
Ballroom
Both Presentations...
Free of Charge

PROMOTES THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOLAR AND OTHER ALTERNATIVES
TO NUCLEAR ENERGY
LED THE FIGHT FOR RENT RELIEF
PROBLEMS OF
SUPPORTS SMALL FAMILY FARMS AND DEALS WITH THE
Food:
MECHANIZATION
FARM
CORPORATE
TO
DUE
WORKERS
DISPLACED
THE WORK
SUPPORTS CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS OF BUSINESSES WHERE
HealthPLACE IS RELATED TO HEALTH AND SAFETY VIOLATIONS

Energy.

Housing:

CINEME1
Mk. Weal ad Son Pedro *quo*

The Campaign
for Economic
Democracy
Program
Includes ...

TiliEDNESDRY

47 NOIRE DAME AVE.
OWNTOWN SAN JOSE 279-3387

GMAT

STUDENT UNION
FORUM
Monday, Nov. 26th
NOON
Student Union
Upper Pad
followed by,

Goldie Flown
Chevy Chose

,
Oldies Nile - 1 hursday

East) will hold a Bible
Studies session Monday,
Nov. 26 at 11:30 a.m. and
Christian Science 1230 p.m in the S.U.
Organization is having a Montalvo Room.
For
meeting at 3:30 p.m. further information, call
tomorrow in the S.U. John Scardina 264-5079.
Costanoan Room, Call Milli
at 297-5884 for more information.
CONTACT LENSES
Associated Students is
all fittings,services
holding a public forum at
for students
noon in the S.U. Upper Pad
and at 3 p.m. in AS.
Council Chambers. Call
DR PETER ROSS
1.77-3201 for more details.
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Discuss the Issuesot the 1980’s

’There’s nothing pending where anybody’s going to
be arrested at the moment." he said.
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people involved, in an ongoing investigation.
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A new comedy thriller
from the creators of
"Silver Streak"

New York Style
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Garza denies brib ery charges
-continued from page oni/
treatment plant.
All the officials named iii the allegations have denied
taking any money.
Garza said Saturday he was angry at the "liars,"
referring to his accusers, who had implicated him to the
grand jury.
Following the grand jury testimony Friday, Pegram
said "I have never seen any money. and I have never
taken any money."
Runyon said Franco had’’impugned myself and other
council members whom I trust implicitly. I’m going to sue
him. and I’m going to take him for everything he’s got "
Only Garza and Hughes have been indicted so far. The
district attorney’s office is not sure, at this point, if there
will be any more indictments.
"We’re looking to see whether or not we can establish
what people are saying." said Louis Berg,na. the district
attorney’
ar.e,tirators will be: talking to the
Fiergna said
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Have Your Say on Student Union
FORUM!
Sponsored by GROPE & ASPB & AS

